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CONICIO and EVEON collaborate to make the use 
of medical technologies accessible and intuitive. 

 
Grenoble (France), May 25, 2023 – EVEON, designer and manufacturer of automatic medical devices 

for the preparation and administration of medications, and CONICIO, a design and engineering 

agency, have signed a partnership agreement. The two companies aim to strengthen their 

collaborations, as the consideration of human factors (ergonomics, usability) in the development of 

innovative medical devices is crucial for their use by patients and healthcare professionals. 

 

One of the main challenges in designing a medical device for healthcare professionals or patients is to 

make the use of advanced medical technology more intuitive. CONICIO and EVEON, members of the 

MEDICALPS (healthcare industry cluster in the heart of French Alps), have been collaborating on these 

topics for several years within the scope of various projects. The two companies have decided to 

formalize their collaboration through a partnership to offer and promote an expanded range of 

medical devices. 

In practical terms, CONICIO brings its expertise in user studies, product design, prototyping/modeling, 

and usability studies. EVEON, on the other hand, contributes its expertise in the design, integration, 

and assembly of sub-assemblies, systems, and products in microfluidics, automation (electronics, 

sensors, software), micromechanics, and the implementation of ISO 13485 for medical devices and 

equipments. 

 

Since late 2019, the two companies have worked on four 

different projects. One of the recent projects, the Intuity® 

Spray (picture) device developed by EVEON, contributed to 

winning the Pharmapack Award in 2021 for the best 

innovation in the "administration methods" category. This 

recognition from an expert jury has allowed EVEON to gain 

visibility and acknowledgment in the field of drug 

administration in the form of spray and mist. 

 

"Beyond the recognition of several years of collaboration, this partnership reflects a shared vision of 

Design and a common passion for medical technologies. The teams at CONICIO and EVEON are driven 

by the same ambitions: to innovate for improving patient care, simplifying their daily lives, and those 

of healthcare professionals," stated Mathilde Juin, Director of CONICIO. 

 

"The users of our products are patients or healthcare professionals, for whom intuitivity and ease of 

use are essential. Therefore, it is crucial for EVEON to place ergonomics, aesthetics, and patient safety 

at the core of the design process. We are delighted about this partnership with CONICIO as we work 

together to democratize the medical technologies of tomorrow," said Cyril Le Loc'h, Director of 

Research and Development at EVEON. 

 
 

 Intuity® Ject, a second example of achievement 
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About CONICIO 
At Conicio, our mission is to transform your ideas, through the alliance of Design & Engineering, into reasoned and 

sustainable products, vectors of emotions. Our agency, based in Annecy (France), brings you all its expertise to give 

your ideas to life, to make them concrete and to accompany their development until industrialisation. At the heart 

of product innovation, our team is made up of men and women, designers and engineers who are passionate about 

their work. Our experience in different sectors of activity, in contact with various technologies and know-how is a 

strength. Together, we can generate new perspectives and ideas that inspire and give meaning to your products, 

while preserving your essentials. 

Contact: Mathilde Juin | m.juin@conicio.com | www.conicio.com 
 
 
About EVEON 
EVEON designs and develops custom devices for drug preparation and delivery dedicated to innovative 
therapeutics. We provide solutions to improve patient compliance and therapeutic performance. Certified 
ISO13485 (last edition) company, EVEON c-develop your devices according to two broad approaches : devices 
based on your specific needs or device based on our Intuity® proprietary technological platforms. 
EVEON is also involved with other companies, from various economics fields, in a French specific program for the 
transition to a green economy. 
Press contact: Charlotte Reverand |cre@eveon.eu | www.eveon.eu 
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